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Mr. Clapper and Sergeant Edwards
Click as Dan and Daisy
Court of Inhuman Relations Creates
Small Riot

Tuesday night, at the Recreation
Hall, the WAACS got together their
own show. A WAAC chorus, several
solos, and the WAACS' idea of a
gag-man and master of ceremonies
were some of the items on the pro-1
gram.
We don't know how they got in
the show, but Cpl. Bob French was
introducing the numbers and Pvt.
Davis was doing· an impersonation

By PRIVATE LARRY KAYE

I

People are crazier. than anybody. Especially the people who entertain on our Dow Field radio program. what's been happening to men
who were once quiet, sensible, and even conservative? Last week. Sgt".
Bob Scott startled everyone with his outrageous characterization o!
I '·Dr. Hepburn," and this past Thursday night-well, frankly, we don't
know where to begin.
First of all, that mi!Q., modest fellow, Sgt. George Edwards, played
"Daisy" in "The Story of Daniel and Daisy May."- Warrant Officer
Clapper (fully equipped with a cardboard mustache) was Daniel and
while he s.ang "Daisy, Daisy, give me your answer, do . . ." in a dee;>
bass voice-what was Daisy May doing? As a matter of fact, she was
having some trouble adjusting her clothing an<;l her "hair," the latter
I hanging in front of one eye, like a certain movie actress, whose name
we won't mention.
When Daniel fimshed his plea,
j Daisy gave him her answer, displaying both a beautiful voice and
a biting contempt for Daniel, obviously brought about by that poor
lad's lack of ready cash. Daisy's
By SGT. PAUL J. GEDEN
1
answer was concise, to the point,
Sunday-When Mrs. Connor. the
j and unswerving. Her actions, one
almost wished, might have been librarian. had her picture in the
more ladylike. We
suspect the Bangor News, we had hoped to
wench was a vixen of the worst pick it up for the Observer. The
picture must have been taken a
Radio Show
long iime ago bees.use it didn't look
Please Turn to Page 2
a bit like her. We finally persuaded her to have a special picture taken and you saw it on tht.> front
page last week. Apparently our efforts were not a complete success,
since one of the comments wa.:;,
"She looks kind of prim.''
We
would like to get rid of that impression right now. She is not
Ever since "Nicky" and "punny" prim. · She is a oarned swell pertook the floor a few nights ago and son, easy· to talk with and very undid a jitterbug routine, there's derstanding. Go to the library and
been questions about a contest.
see!
·
Not only that but, if you read
.
.
·
Th
the Medics Column, they insist
Monday-P~ysit.11.l mspecbon.
e
they have the champ.
~rmy keeps.right on its toes, chec.k:
Are you going to take this lying I mg any. signs ot disease in it.;
down-you hep cats-or will you ambryomc stage.
.
tear into the jive .dive and chalOne of the fellows m our bar·
lenge this claimant.
racks came back from a furlough
Dust off those G. I. shoes-polish and said he had been handed an
that wax-and get your name to Observer by a friend. Said it was
Mrs. Shaw at the Recreation Hall. like a letter fro1.1 home.
The contest will be scheduled I Working on the idea of a board
for February 4th, so enter 'pronto'! of gag writers to supplement our
efforts on the broadcast script.
Getting a lot of swell cooperation.
Van Ole Callis, of the band has
an exclusive gag writer in Corpo-

I

WAAC Show

Please Turn to Page 2

I

Dr. L. Bricker
To Present Skits

··
....

Two short skits wlll be presented
In the Recreation Hall Tuesday
night by Dr. Bricker.
He will
bring along several University of
Maine players to act them out.
,
Dr. Bricker has been in charge of
dran1atics at the University and
will give us some pointers on how
to put on a play.
The Tuesday night, performance I
starts at 8 :00 pm. It is hoped
that the Doctor will bring his
famous Maine Ma,.sque players to
the field some time-here's hoping.
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(Official U. S. Anuy' rm,,"v'

"NO, NO!" cries Dr. G. I. Hepburn (Sgt. Bob Scott) in answer
to the query if he's related to movie star Katharine Hepburn.
"Everyone says I am," admits the doctor, ''but, really, I'm not.
Really!" For further details, read the open letter to Katharine
Hepburn from the Dow Field Observer.

Open Letter To Katharine Hepburn
From The Dow Field Observer

Theatre Gets
Face Lifting

Dow Field Diary

Jitterbug Contest
To Be Featured

Dear Katharine:
Recently, our Dow Field radio show introduced a character by the
A complete renovation is taking name of Dr. G. I. Hepburn. Dr. Hepburn keeps insisting, "I'm no replace in the Base Theatre. A lation to Katharine Hepburn, really I'm not. I'm really, really not.
couple of weeks ago, the deci.5ion Really." However, no one beieves him because he sounds exactly like
was made to snap up the whole you. This makes the doctor very unhappy because people think he's
appearance of the theatre.
.
Artists Cpl. Ralph Woodall, Pvt. not telhng the truth.
Joseph Josephs, _and Pvt. Herbert J
Would you, Katharine, be willing to help this poor old chap? You
Coombe got their heads together 1 can, merely by informing us if his declaration that no blood ties exist
and cooked up a beautiful camou- between him and yourself is true Or perhaps you'd like to visit Dow
tlaging job. Color sketches were
developed and color schemes and Field and appear on our radio broadcast together with Dr. h"'epbmn.
interior decorations were suggested. However, if this latter possibility is an impossibility, perhaps the former
The combination of rose pink possibility is a possibility?
and burgundy was decided upon
Whatever you decde to do in clearing up the situation, we will
and the transformation began.
Nights, after the last show, they always remain your humble servant.
climbed the staging, did back bends
THE DOW FIELD OBSERVER.
from ladders, and all but somerP. s. Really we will.
saulted with the brushes, to cover
• 1Checked in at the WAACs rehearthe walls in double-quick -time, as
Dow Field Diary
well as do a thorough job.
The Bangor Symphony Orchestra,
Please
Turn to Page 2
Sgt. Franklin Burnham got out
under the direction of Professor
his
carpenter
ingenuity
and
Adelbert Wells .Sprague, will persmoothed the way for a stream form the second concert of the sealined job. A neat theatrical touch
son at City Hall, Monday, Feb. 1st
are those two masks on either side
at 8: 15 p. m. All those in uniform
o! the screen. They represent
(and that includes you WAACs)
Comedy and Tragedy and NOT
The Boston Variety Troup, spon- will be admitted free of charge.
:Mussolini and Hitler, as someone
sored by the Boston Citizen's com- Professor Sprague is of the Mu.sic
remarked.
mittee, will visit Dow Field, Friday, Department of the University of
New seats have been brought, in
Jan. 29. Made up of six greater Bos- Maine.
and a grand opening will be held
Next week's issue of the Observer
ton girls, the troup will present just
next Sunday night. The entire
what their name implies, a com- will carry the complete mu.sical
tory will be told in our next issue.
plete show with snappy costumes, program of the concert. All music
?:'he Special Service Dept. wants to
scintillating tunes, and of most lovern are cordially invited.
give special thanks for the cooperaimportance to the servicemen, an
tion of the Post Engineer and carall-girl cast.
Guard Squadron
penter Pvt. Arthur G. Lussier, ot
In the cast are Ann Converse,
Shop Quartermaster, as well as
Pvt. Saumel Profeta, recent ar- Barbara Coffin, Mary Otis, Faith Holds Party
Pvts. Jim Brown and Phil Correntl
rival at Dow Field, will present his Richardson, Barbara Scott, and
01 the Air Base Squadron.
inspired war ballad on the Dow Florence Forbes.
Dancing, quiz contests, games, a_
Field Radio Show. The name of
Miss Converse, of the New Eng- cracker-eating contest and walkOFFICERS'
land Repertory company, opens ing the rope were all part of fun at
the song i5 ··som day We'll Love." the show with her impression of the Guard Squadron party, Sunday
For six months, Pvt. Profeta has Carmen Miranda singing "Week- night in their dayroom.
poured his heart into this melody. rnd In Havana," and "'I-Yi-Yi."
Captain Aa·~ Nelson acting as
His own romance and the worldShe is followed by Miss Coffin, M. C., had tae quiz contestant.'
. haking war combined to produce singer of popular songs, who has guessing, the games moving, and
this piece of music.
appeared at the Ritz-Carlton ho- proved to be Lhe life of the party.
On the committee were M-Sgt.
Although he has written many tel in Boston and at the General
Th" following officer., have received promotions. Good luck and songs before, this is the first, says Stock theatre with the Benning- Walter Berger. Serg·eants Wilson
Pvt. Profeta, which he has had ton Stock company in Vermont. and Stevens, Corporals Lubich and
congratulations!
arranged and copyrighted.
Her repertoire runs from "Hey, Mullins and Pfc. Richmond.
TO BE LIEUTENANT COLONEL
Invitations were issued to friends
While still In civilian life, he had Good Lookin" <a number from
ajo1 Howze
dedicated
verses
to President "Something For The Boys"! to of the Guard Squadron, providingRoo. evclt and other famous people, Foster's "~e~.nnie With The Light charming dancing partners for the
TO BE CAPTAIN
men.
and received favorable comment.
Brown Ha.1r. .
.
l t. Lt. Howard E. E de
Huskie, police dog mascot at Ft.
The great success of tile party
· Thus, Dow Field has another
Acc~mpany~ng both smgers on
lat LL. Henry P. Trudell
Eustis, Va., presents arms with
was due to the untiring efforts anc!
"First"' I Listen t,o the premiere of the p1.ano will be Barbara Scott. ingenuity of Mrs. Madeline Shaw.
military perfection marred only
TO BE 1st. LIEUTENANT
this brand new melody. Don't
All Girl Show
The Aviation Squadron furnished
by oversize helmet. At night,
2n d Lt. Everett C D •1.tn •y
forget Thu1 d y nig:ht!
Pl se Turn t,o Pa:;:e 2
the music.
dog walks guard with soldiers.
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NOTICE FOR
MU SICLOVERS' ~~:d G~eg~.ryk. w~eg~J;s ~~:t~~~~~

All Girl Show Coming To
~ecreation

Hall Friday

Original Song
I
To Be Featured
On Next Broadcast

II

PROMOTIONS i
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Attenshun!
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Dances Growing
In Popularity

SPECIAL SERVICE OFFICER-CAPT. JOHN P. KELLY
EDITOR
ASSISTANT EDITOR

Sgt. Paul J. Geden

Pvt. Lawrence Kaye
REPORTERS

Aviation Sqdn.
Air Base Sqdn.
Band
Finance

Bruce 0. Samuels
Cpl. David Karp
Sgt. Bob Scott
Sgts. B. B. Winer and
C. MacQuarrie
Sgt. Angelastro
Cpl. Frank Shea
Sgt. Robert Kendrigan
Pfc. Frank Saladino
Pfc. Reinhold Herzog
Sgt. David G . Carnevale
Aux. Dorris L. Filler
Alyce Connor

Becoming more successful with
each succeeding week are the dances
at Dow Field in the Recreation
General Mess
Hall on Thurstt{y nights. A gay
Guard Sqdn.
and lively crowd included as guests
Medical Corps
of the men the WAACs, the USO
Quartermaster
Signal Corps
hostesses and some personal friends
Weather Sqdn.
of Mrs. Shaw, the Base Hostess,
WAACS
who were making their first apBase Library
pearance at our dance parties.
Dancing began as usual just bedepartment to take up. The un- fore ten o'clock to the smooth
fortunate fellow lost all control of dancible rhythms of the Dow Field
himself when Mr. Agony didn't Troubadors under the direction of
Continued From the First Page supply him with a satisfactory Sgt. Al Jarusevic.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - answer. He began to make threats,
Due to the efforts of Mess Sgt.
Miss Scott has appeared with called the program "a gyp", and be- Ray weeks about four hundred
many bands at "proms" and fra- came actually violent.
doughnuts and some grand hot
ternity dances and is always in deTwo men in white coats finally chocolate was served dui·ing an
mand at country club and private dragged him off the stage, while intermission later in the evening.
dances.
. .
this
reporter
was
frantically Assisting at the "free lunch counThe . first ~hree are then Jom~d searching for a doctol' in the house ter" were Cpl. Dave Karp a.ad Pfc.
by Faith Richardson'. Mary Otis, to sew up his sides which had split Kenneth Bishop, who toss a mean
and Florence Forbes, m a one-act 1from laughing. Several other per- doughnut, if I may say as much.
melodrama by S. Sylvan Simon, sons in the audience were in the
Dancing was concluded at 11 :30
entitled "Murder At Mrs. Lor- same predicament. (Sgt. Russell. as everyone stood at attention to
ings. ··
I you, too, used to be refined, quiet, the playing of the national anthem.
Miss Richardson was with the sober, and sensitive. What turned I All apparently had a grand time
Bennington Stock Co. and has also you into a raving lunatic?)
and from the remarks heard here
studied . with Madam Daykarhanova·s School For The Stage, in
To top it all, guess who appeared and there we will have to prepare
New York.
again? Dr. G. I. Hepburn (Sgt. for even a larger crowd for the
Miss Otis studied at the Yale Scott) appealed to Mr. Agony with next dance.
I
Drama School and has appeared at his problem, "I'm really no relation
..Off.hand. I'd sav it was one of ours!"
Bennington and also with the to Katherine Hepburn even though at my muscle. Why, only the ot~el'
Peterborough
Players • in
New everyone says I am. Really.'' (For I night, I picked up two men with ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Hampshire.
further dope on this problem, refer one eye. (This was accompanied
to the open lett,er to Katharine by a wink and a. peculiar noise
Miss Forbes was technical as- Hepburn a.ppearing in this issue- made with the teeth.)
sisiant f
the Bennington Stock also the front page picture.)
Aside from their clowning, the
C{)mpany, has directed and proBesides the four sergeants (Ed- musical num~rs ran into 1:11gh w~th
The following training films wlll be shown at the Post Theatre,
duced children's plays at the Pea- wards, Geden, Russell and Scott), featured solo1Sts. Joseph~e OmWednesday, Thursday and Friday, Jan. 27, 28, 29, at 1:15 p. m.
body Playhouse in Boston a.nd one Cpl. Van Gle Callis appeared clas cemented Latin-American redanced with a modern dance group as the husband of a welder His latlons with Ojas Yendes-!n the
Blabbermouth.
in Washington and New York.
problems, to, were unique, if sllghtly o~iglnal Spanish. we w':re caught
Basic Principles of Skiing.
Doing camp shows for the fantastic. The entire program was without our Spanish dictionary, so
M.isses Forbes, Richardson, and broken up by the interruptions of we couldn't figur~ out the wo~ds but
C-Oftin is no novelty as they toured Pfc. Ken Bishop, who tried to make we do know its called
Green Ing black lines
for a basketball fellow is coming up with a bri!l'ht
throughout Massachusettes · last us believe he was Edward Ever tt Eyes."
court. Things are shaping up swell. !idea. It shows in their playing,
summer with Miss Forbes doing Hor•~n
r d Im t
dede
The comedy slant was handled
Wednesda.y-Wind howling at top too-how much of their sprrit goetJ
the stage man<>aing.
""
.an
a os
succee
• deftly by Helen Knut.sky, sina!n.g
-..
too') Ken's ·
t·
f H
•..,
speed-<lrifts piled on one side of !in It.
Immediately following the play,
·.
.
Jmpe~sona ion
or· ......... e WAACs' Lament.'' The music
ton 1s his best smce his f
.1.u
our barracks-winter has come with
One of the nicer M-nes in • .,._
Miss Converse wm do an encore, I ..
,,
amous was "The Man In The Flying
"""
"'"'
singing "Take It Of!," and "Ar-1 Wallace Beery.
Trapeze." Emma. Hindes gave a a vengeance.
mess hall is the way groups eat
thur Murray Taught Me Dancing
The Troubadors played "Chero- soothing impression of what will
Since the gym wasn't ready yet, we together. Take for instance, the
rn A Hurry." Miss eomn comes kee," "Shadows In The Sand," and happen "When The Lights Go On put on snowshoes and hit into the Band-in they file, over to a table,
bad:: and gives the audience an "Marie Elena,' the last number Again:• Cpl. French teamed up swirling snow. Clumsy at first- to
kid,
wrangle,
or d1 cuss
Idea of what is to come when she sung by Sgt. Al Jerusav!ce, with a with her for a duet on "My Blue but gradually acquiring a smoother opinions. The Photo boys do the
sings a medley of such favorite old choral background supplied by the Heaven."
technique, we yank one leg ahead same thing. It makes a nic~
timers as "Strawberry Blonde " band-something different and a
Lottie Komplotwitz pleaded the Of the other-flippity flop-down chummy scene.
"Daisy," and ''Take Me Out To The swell arrangement to be credited to case of a "Whacky In Khakl" with slight terrains and up over hills.
Ball Game."
Jerusavice. The 'Dow F'eld Four", Cpl. French listening-and then Circled the recreation hall three
Grand finale of the show is a Pvt. Jobe Huntley, Pvt. John Hun- joining her plea.. They gave the times before we made a threepoint
gay '90s number reminiscent of the ter, Pfc. Haywood Bardl!ving, and tune a nice lilt.
landing.
can-ean era as the girls sing and Cpl. Clarence Riley, sang "Noah,'' a
The whole gang (the chorus girls,
Another rehearsal for the broaddance to the tune of ''Ta Ra Ra spiritual, with no musical accom- too) joined in singing the WAAC cast alld tomonow w!ll tell the
Boom Diay."
paniment. It was definitely superior theme song and the Army Air story.
There will be two shows-one at stuff and drew appreciative re- Corps song. Chorus girls were:
Thursday-The crucial day of
7 p. m., the other at 9 p. m.
adion. The entire program was Vicki Papsidero, Amelia Hussar, the week in our department. The
directed by Sgt. Geden.
Rose Bender, Belle Schister, Rose morning rehearsal cleared up a few
From all sources comes the grati- 'Kana.Iii, Emma Hindes'. Lott~e points, particularly in the "Daisy"
fying report that the program is Komplotwitz, and Josephine Om- number. Surprise or the day was
Continued Prom the First Page the best we've had so far. Even clas.
Mr. Clapper's willing·nes.s to put on
---------~---...:..,_ S-Sgt. Bill Beemer (normally tight·
The Dow Field Trou.badors p~o- a fake mustache and be "Desperate
type. Whatever one might have lipped young fellow with a trace or vlded the whole show with a mus1~- Dan." At the timing rehearsal, Sgt.
thought of her c!Mtracter however cynicism and cynanide in most of al background. They featured their Edwards had the few onlookers in
· l did have a voice' that was' his criticism) became hugely en- own special arrangement of "Hip stitches with his take-off of "Daisy."
the ll'll'
"different." There were a number thusiastic. "Pretty good,' 'he said. Hip Hooray." The Band sure looked We took on more courage as the
of times when it came dangerousty That (from Bill) means super- , cute in those WAAC hats and got numbers fitted in.
close to High c. Her costume was super.
right Into the spirit of things.
On the actual broadc&11t, we had
picturesque (to put it mildly), the
i..;reanwhile, those two men in
•
•
a terrific response to the whole
danngly short skirt revealed "just white coats who dragged Johnny
program. We are still trying to find
enough" if not "a little too much.'' Russell away from the microphone
.
.
a way to get more of the comedy
<Sgt. Edwards! You naughty boy' 1-the mess hall wants those coa~
Continued from the First Page •angle over the air.
You used to have
such reserve. ba.c~! Which brings us back to our 1
.
Friday-Our ears are cocked tor
su~h poise! At la.«t ,.,.. have found ongmal
contention. People are sal, but they hadn't yet quite reach- comments of the broadcast. So far,
For
you out!)
crazier than anybody. Especially ed the finished stage.
lat least, some seemed to enJoy it .
. The entire studio audience joined people on the-but that's where we
Tuesday-The W~AC.s sh.ow was As long as the majority feel that
m the "Daisy" production num- came in.
under Sgt. Maloney s direction an~ we are heading in the right dlrecber and the recreation hall echoed
has she got a job ~n her hands. tion, that's a consolation. It's the
with Daisy Mays and Daniels
t
Although the ad llbbmg got out o! guy who says, "The program is
Marshall Clark set the seen~ 8fc,~
hand a few ~Imes, the show ~~ lousy, why don't you get something
the whole thing by singing "StrollContinued from the First Page
together.. You JI find a more c . like Bob Hope or Bing Crosby
ing Through the Parle One Day"
pl~te review elsew~ere. Our roam has?"-it"s at him we look with our
<hr it l"&ll in the park: that ail of a WAAC When theoe two got to I criticism is that it should have one good eye. Oh, well, you can't
thi happened between Daniel and gether, the ~tmosphere became vcr; ~en more WAAC and less soldier please everybody.
We Have
the girl he loved, but who loved informal. Such asides as chewing d1alogut".
.
Last week, we ran an editorial,
not him).
on a cigar or rushing WAACS fron: I We can appreciate the problems Mklng for talent-almost pleading
After Sgt. Edwards C-Ompletel their seats were frequent occur· on a job like this. Every time w_e for it-and what happens? Nothdisillusioned us, wh~t ha
nJ ranees between the script. Best gag turn around, one of our cMt is ing! We can't dream up talent.
then?
There WM a sketch~~The bet~een these two was the follow· either on. Guard Duty or C. Q. or But believe us, we want new Ideas.
Court of Inhuman Relati
,,
_.Ing.
. other duties.
10ur Job 1 to put on the air the
~ided over by a Mr Ago~ns, (~re
Davis: (as a WAAC> I've been
Cpl. Trevath11m and Pvt. New- best the Base can produce. So rar.
a.lltute listeners m~t ha.v~· r~ f taking my exercises every day. Look house straightened the gym-pamt- the few who are interested do all
We'll Sew Them On
nized him a..s Sgt. Pa.ul J. Geden/.
the work.
We don't know what the J stands
•
Saturday-One
o!
the
most
for, although we have a pretty good
heartening signs ls the cooperation
idea. Of course we weren't as much
of the Band. Instead ot just gomg
surprised by Sgt. Geden's antics as
through a routine number, each
we were by some of the others, beBy DON NEWHOU E and ED TREVATHAN
cau
Paul is a fellow who ha.•
When you're worried and all out of sort.~,
MWhue Old Frlf'nds Meet"
one some mighty queer things on
the radio in the past. <~ember
Don't just say, "Well, there's other ports."
THE
Lizzy Lush?)
When you're blue and kind of .sad,
FOUR SERGEANTS CARRY ON
Cheer up, soldier, things aren't too bad.
What did throw us into waves of
Compare Prke ~fore
When your Top Kick's tough and your CO i. , too,
uncontrollable hysteria was the apYou Buy
f: f'arance of Sgt. Johnny Russell as
Tha.t'I! no reason to feel .so blue,
he wallf'd out his story to Mr.
When your mu~les are sore and your j-Omts ache,
.A@ony. Hi.~ wife was mean to him
And those calisthenics are hard to take,
Dining Room
mud Johnny,
and yesterday at
Pitch in soldier and don't belly-ache.
bre11kfa.st was the last traw beCocktail Lounge
PICKF.RI G SQUARE
<:allbf' when she wanted the doughPor e:re all here for the .same reason,
HorMe W. Chapman, Prep.
nut~, ahe said. "PllllS the sinker&BA GOit, MAINE
Unker !" The IM! Russell had many
On Japs and Nu;' , here'g no close<!
wn.
174 Maln
Banc•
mon problPm too J.-ngth · for thl
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Model Airplane
Classes Open to All

DOW FIELD'S.

POST PERSONALITY

Are you interested in model
aircraft ? Come to T-6 on
Wednesday evening. Six p. m .
is the hour. The Dow Field
Model Aircraft Group will meet
there to consider ways and
means of overcoming the law
of gravity. The suggested program for the evening includes
lect ures on t he theory of flight
and on aircraft design. Materials will be on hand and the
act ual construction of model
aircraft will begin. Two or
three simple models will be on
display and will be flown for
demonstration.
Pv t .
Ernest
Giguere of the Signal Corps
Detachment and Pfc . Ernest
Cyril of the Aviation Squadron,
organizers of the group, will
welcome the interest and participation of men from every
unit on the base. The groups'
tentative future program includes instruction for beginners,
advanced instruction for experienced builders and opportunities
for experimentation and contest flying for all . Come on up
boys, the air is fine .

Further Sidelights On
Band's Sgt. Bob Scott
Sgt. Bob Scot t walked into the
Observer Office and said, "I don't
see why you want to write me up
as a Post Personality, I really,
really don't."
"It's very simple," we said. "We're
writing up all our reporters and
you report the B!!nd column, so
we're writing you up. Do. you follow us?"
"Yes," said Bob, "I follow you."
"Well, stop following us or we'll
call a policeman."
"Very funny," said Bob.
This, coming from Sgt. Scott, was
a great compliment, because he is
a master of the art of comedy, as
anyone who's heard his impersonation of Dr. G. I. Hepburn, on the
Dow Field broadcast will tell you.
(Dr. Hepburn so1.U1ds exactly like
Katharine Hepburn, but says he's
110 relation.)
"Tell us, Bob," said the Observer
Office, "is it true that Dr. Hepburn
is not related to Katie?"
"I refuse to discuss the subject
now," said the temperamental
~usician. "If you want to interview me, shoot the questions, and
let's get it over with."
Which we did. Result was we
found out lots of things about Bob
we hadn't know~. For instance,
there's his theatrical background.
He worked for t.he John B. Rogers
Amateur Theatncal company as an
"advance" man. That is, he went
to dffferent towns and lined up
bookings for the company's plays.
After. that, _he r~n an antique
shop with a fnend, m Bo_ston. He's
also had some mterest m minerology .. He worked for a radio advert15111g company, doing continuity. Immediately before entering
the army, he was part of Sid Lowe's
bafo!d. ~nd not very long after entermg it, he was one of the Troub_adors. He's been playing piano
smce he was seven.
"Were you a child prodigy?" we
as~cd.
.
Modestl'.' f~;·bids me to answer
that question, was the only comm~nt Bob gave.
Have you done anythinri else

A ir Base Squadron
From: Your reporter
To: The Norn-Corns of the Air Base
Squadron
S ubject: Camouflage School was
very inspiring and should be a must.
Try like blazes to get there. Good
stuff. Go, Go, Go.
Oddities.
Subject: Cpl. Ralph Woodall tossing icicles. Well, Tossing Icicles.
(He claims to be an old hand at it.l
Your Columnist takes this opportunity to delve upon you all a very
great secret. "What's that Sgt.
PETE SCARNATI getting marded? ? ? ? ?"
S-Sgt. Carl Shadrick is on his
way to Air Corps Administration
School, located in his hom e State
of Florida. There is a pleasing
personrility that will be missed.
'en In my travels from N Y.,
Wll~ Cpl. L. G. Russell supporting a
p illar in the Bo~ton North Stntion.
<Too many Ice Cream Sodas? ? ?>
Sgt. '' Whip Snapper" Sorrell has
now t ken o ver the Galley in the
Ptle Dept. of Base headquarters.
I ncidentally som ebody took our advice In t h e l ast column a nd presented this lad with a box of E L
Ropos.
To see S -S gt. Archie P arlee whiz
1.1.P nd down t h e basketball court.
H e L not aging. Cou ld it be those
period~ at n oon h our . . .
S-Sgt. G eorge H owell has gone
to Hollywood for a perm n ent a. signmet!t. His new "ole man .. is
none other than Lt. Ronald Reagan
of the Cinema.
To Aux. E. Louise H ilton. Please
continue to tease Sgt. F rankhn
S1~rr <Eyelashes) he re Uy eats
i t up . . . Incidentally when is the

I of

importance? " we wan te~ to
know.
"I did some playwright ing at
school."
"How long have you been able to
imitate Katharine Hepburn that
way?"
"Since I was seven."
"That's a long time, isn't it?"
"Not so very long, and if you
want to start getting insulting, let's
drop the whole interview." He
looked indignant. "I'm really a
young fellow. I really am."
"All right. We're sorry. Do you
like Katharine Hepburn? "
"She's wonderful. So is Rosalind
Russell. So is Margaret Sullavan."
We asked him about his hobbies.
He told us he drew although he
wasn't very good at it. We didn't
quite believe him because there
don't seem to be many things Bob
does which he isn't good at.
Most striking thing about his
pernonality is his cooperativeness.
Call Bob in on anything you want
to do and he 's right there to help
out, and add his own suggestions.
He's interested in things ai1d gets
a kick out of a good gag. That's
how he came to create the character of Dr. Hepbuni.
"I still don·t know how I got
involved in the whole thing," says
Bob. But we know how. He just
naturally wanted to join in the fun
and add his bit.
"Anything you want to say about
music, Bob?"
"Well-yes. My favorite popular
number is Gershwin's "Rhapsody
in Blue." My all-around favorite
composer is Hoagy Carmichael. One
song number that drove me nearer
to distraction than anything ever
did was 'Elmer's Tune.' "
Sgt. Bob Scott was born in Benton, Maine, spent most of his life
in New Hampshire, now has his
home in Boston, Mass. At the moment, he's living at Dow F ield-as
a matter of fact, he's been living
here since April. The Army Che
says) has treated him swell. we
think that's because he's treat.ed
the Army the same way.

phenys, also popular.

ANDREWS MUSIC HOUSE
118 Main St.

+
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I

I

_

Land of the free!

In the absence of Pfc. Reinhold
Herzog, reporter for this column,
who is on furlough, I have taken
the sole privilege of saying a few
words on behalf Of the new men
recently here from Westover Field,
Mass.
Our whole hearted appreciation is
acknowledged in the manner and
courtesy extended to us by you
older veterans of this barrack up on our arrival. No time was lost
in making us feel comfortable and
happy after that very tiresome
train ride. Our first impression of
this camp, including its efficient
members and personnel, met our
instant approval Of satisfaction.
We have already learned in our
brief stay here your wonderful spirit
of team work and principles that
are essential in moulding strong,
better equipped soldiers in our re lentless march to victory.
We can expect pleasant d11;ys
ahead for all of us, both in our daily

I

out~ts would like ~ know the story l
Bring Bucky along for my friend behmd the forfeiting of the last
huh? ? ? ?
' three games. Let's have a little I
Barracks 219 is receiving all do- cooperation among you prima donnations for an alarm clock to be nas and get or ganized. Are we
presented to P vt. Morratta. It's men or creampufis?
j
pretty bad if Yours Truly has to
The Dating B ureau has had a I
wake him up.
few satisfied so T-Sgt. Avsharian
1
Headquarters has just acquired a tells me. I prom ise not 1;o rebrand new Multilith operator 1n veal n am es but business is getting I
the person of Pvt. James Hartzell, good.
J ust name your requirealso answers to the name of Fuzz ments .and J ohnny will get you a
. .. More about him later.
ga l to meet the specifications.
j
Please Note: In recent · months
Pvt. T ed J ohns has left us for a
S-Sgt. Raymond weeks has pro- fe w ~ay~ to take the all important 1
duced some m ighty fine spreads in step m life and has entered the sea
General Mess to go with his mighty j of matrimony. Congratulations to,
fine personality . . .
you T ed from the boys. .
j
It was Monday morn. A furlough
_The. classes at T -6 are gomg over
had ended ... M-Sgt. Frank Paw- ~)lg with the ~ellows especially dur-1
lowski rolled into '"The Blue Room" ' mg the clashing of . the Volley ball. I
of T-219 kicking "six hours from te.ams. The m ormng class team
Portland to Bangor . . . next time wishes to challeng~ the afternoon
I'll walk.'' That afternoon he was team. Would like Sgt. Orioli to arheard to say "Boy am I happy now range this match.
1
th t I have a G. I. meal in me I The team of Pfc. Gottfried and
1
belly. By the way Sarge what was 1 Pfc. Goyette finally took the pingthat three day delay in Portland pong combination of Cpl. Deyo II
for? ? ? ?
j and Pfc Levine over the hurdles.
W ho is that mysterious voice that These two teams certainly go at it. '
calls S-S gt. "Pinky" Love every You can come into the D ayroom
m~rnlng and asks how S-4 I.'..td., is almost anytim e and you will see
1
dou~~ ?
them going a t it with their bigl
F u st Sgt. P aul Higer is hav ing paddles.
a lo t of trouble lately with his love
life. It seems h e m a kes a n umber · S E ATTLE-G eorge Sheet.5 a nd
of dates and t h en n ot only f orgets George K o.smas tied in a five -game
the, time and place, but a lso the bowli ng
m atch a t
Anchorage,
gal s nam es . . . H e th en consul ts Alaska, 28 years ago. They a re t o
Cpl ., Buddy Bun nell who keeps meet in a r oll-off in Seattle for the
Pauls schedule .. . H e polishes h is American R ed Cro.<s.

I next open nite in your date book?

Home of the

brave,
We pledge om·selves and in defiance wave
At t~~~~ who seem destined to deYour common good, peace and joy.

I

II

We are proud to call you ours,
With your mountains, streams anG
flowers,
For yours has been the way of GOO.
You seek no bloody sod.
III
It's been grateful to the awakening eye,
To behold your morning sky
A tranquil scene without a fear,
A day so bright and clear.
IV
America! Who could match your
loving worth?
Who could find a better earth?
Forward! Even onward with deeds
. so true, .
Right shall reigh because of you.
Samuel J. Profeta

I

1-----------------------------I
IN THE SKI TROOPS

I

I

I

*

*

they say:

"SNOW BUNNY" for beginner

"EGG BEATER" for head-over -heels spiil
"GHOST SUIT " for white camouilage unifonn
\\

II

CAME~ for the Army man's favorite cigarette

I

What's Playing at the

OLYMPIA

This
Week

MON.. TUES.-JANE WITHERS in

JOHNNY DOUGHBOY
MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGT ON

Album of Concertos and Sym-

~

PFC. SALADINO
What's happened to the FIGHTING QM? With a bunch of fine
looking specimen of mankind and
we can not get five men to play a
game of basketball. The other

training and participation in the
popular organization at Dow Field.
I have taken the opportunity of
this space allotted me to put into
print one of my favorite poems
dedicated to the war effort.
"PATRIOTIC COMMENTARY"

By Pvt. SAMUEL J . PROFETA

QM News

WE D., THUR S.-JAMES ST E WART in

Records

Signal Corps

buttons and off he goes again
Pvt. "Rubberlegs" Melusky is
thinking of putting in a . requisition for a pair of ice skates for his
trips from the Orderly Room to
Base Headquarters • . . It seems
he loses his equilibrium on that
stretch from the mess hall to the
P. X.
L~~
n Pvt. dd
t Jankowitz,
f
M .one. of
i our
ew. a i ~ons rom
iami, . s e~pectmg hIS spouse to arnve m
1>B angor on or a~~t s~nd~y ... She
would r~th~r Vlsit hur: m Bangor
than Miami · · • Wow . . . . What
a woman . . .
Pfc. John "Baby" Raffa returned from his furlough a single
man · · · The boys were quite disappointed and I heard them say
"A case of warm heart and cold
feet · · · " Maybe next time "Baby"
· · Huh · · ·
A note to my first sergeant:
Dear Paul,
Will I get that furlough, huh? ?
Says
David

FRI., SAT.-THE R ANGE B USTERS in

BOOT HILL BANDITS
HOUSE OF ERRORS

SUNDAY-HARRY LANG DON in

ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW

CAMELS
HAVE WHAT IT
TAKES! THEY'RE
EASY ON MV
THROAT-AND

A TREAT TO MY
With men in the Army, the
Navy, the Marine Corps.and
the Coast Guard, the favorite
cigarette is Camel. (Based on
actual sales recor d-s in Post

Exchanges and Canteens.)

TASTE!

OBSl~RYT•:R-ilIO , 'D.'

.JOW FIBLD
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THE DOW FIELD OBSERVER

jPost Theatre Programj

To keep up your spirit and keep down the Axis
Printed by the Bangor Publishing Company, publishers of "THE
BANGOR DAILY NEWS," a civilian enterprise, in the interests of
the personnel of Dow Field.

POST THEATRE - Patronage at the War Department theatre i&
restricted to: (1) Military personnel on active duty and members of
their households. (2) Civilians residing within the limits Of the post.
First Show, 1800; Second Show, 2000
Short Subjects Featured Daily

News matter pertaining to Dow Field !Urnished by the Special Service
Office is available for general release.
Edited at the Special Service Office, Dow Field, Bangor, Maine-Telephone 6401, extension 239. Military personnel desiring to make
contributions should submit them to this office.
Address all commurucations regarding advertising to the Advertising
Manager, BANGOR DAILY NEWS.
Distributed free to all military personnel.
Five cents per copy to others.

Monday, Jan . 25th-THE POWERS GIRL
George Murphy, Anne Shirley, Carole Landis
Tuesday. Jan. 26th-ONE DANGEROUS NIGHT
Warren William, Marguerite Chapman

Wednesday, Jan. 27-DR. GILLESPIE'S NEW ASSISTANT
Lionel Barrymore, Van Johnson, Susan Peters
1. What is the basic tactical and
administrative
unit
in
the
Army
An Editorial
Air Force?
Thursday and Friday, Jan. 28th and 29th-CRYSTAL BALL
Paulette Goddard, Ray Milland
j 2. In the RAF, a Squadron Lead.
l
er is equivalent to what rank in
Saturday, January 30, is the birthda'y of Franklin D. Roosevelt.
I our Air Force?
In the summer of 1921 , at Campobello, came the dreaded enemy3. What is the troposphere?
Infantile paralysis. With vicious savagery and stealth, it had struck / 4 . .In routine flight, when you
with paralyzing force. Before the infection was checked, his legs had appioach a plane head on, what .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "
By MRS. ALYCE CONNOR
become numbed and his arm affected-less seriously, but still power- should you do?
·
5. What is the stereoscope used
Jess. Based on medical experience
at that time, it was not an unreason- f ?
Base Library
ume edition and is a stirring a.cable prediction that Roosevelt would spend the rest of his life in a or·
Answers on Page 7
count of that great figures of the
Army of Northern Virginia under
wheelchair.
Congratulations Boys the attend- Robert E. Lee. 'I11is volume covers
Instead of remaining a helpless invalid, he started his fight against Promise More I aughs
ance in the library this past week the battles of Manassa to Malvern
these odds with grim determination and the will to conquer.
.
~
was a teeny bit better than last Hill.
Drinking deep of the cup of hope, he found a new horizon. His On Coming Radio Show
week. Keep up the good work and
Major Goguen has read it and
make it even better than last week. says it is truly a great story.
courageous struggle had given him a sympathetic and profound appreThis coming Thursday night's Come in and see what we have for
A Mathematics Refresher b,· A.
ciation of the suffering of bis fellow-man. Today, his birthday has
Dow Field B d
t
reliable books and if it isn·t here I will try Hooper.
·
become the rallying call to help thousands of his fellow su:ff.erers.
roa cas •
and get it for you.
An easy practical Math book that
As President, he has tacked a tougher and bigger problem in the sources hinted today, wil~ be !.he
Lost: 429 books belonging to the, enables you to brush up on everyfuniest of the series. A burlesqued Bangor Public Libray. These books thing from fractions to trigonomename of relief of human misery.
Like the subtle attack of infantile paralysis, this new peril has version of the popular "Quiz Kids.. were loaned to the Base over a year try. Mr. Hooper used this book as
iadio progTam will be featured. ago. Actually 1.000 books were lent a text during his two years of
arisen with amazing subterfuge and has struck without warning!
There'll also be some Gilbert & but less then 600 have been re· teaching air corp candidates for
Once again our president faces with courage and renewed courage Sullivan music, a lot of novelty turned .
the R.A.F. It also has the answers
Boys I want you to help me in to the problems in the back.
this gra' e crisis. Once more, he is showing the way to freedom to numbers, and community singing
by the studio audience.
my search for these books. In the
How about a super murder story.
t-0rtured souls. H'e is again winning his fight against odds.
to
Unconfirmed rumors say that a past week since Sgt. Edwards and
With this Ring by Migon EberLet us follow his inspired leadership and carry out his orders
good Ume will be had by all. At- I started looking for these, we have hart.
Victor)
tend the broadcast in the Recre- found over 10. All that I want yo11
When Rony married Eric CharHappy birthday, Commander-in-Chief Franklin Delano Roosevelt! ation Hall <T-) if you tan. Other· to do is pick up every book you see,. onier and returned to his plantawise, tune in on WLBZ at 9 :OO P open it, look at the inside cover lion in New Orleans; she was not
m.
and see if it has a book plat~ prepared for the ho.stile reception
snugly". "Yeah, replied the rook, but
stamped Bangor Public Library. It sl1e received from Eric's two sister~.
Guard Squadron
what will I do to keep from tripping quently you get a. smaller servmg at might have Bangor Public Library From then on a succession of
up in the meantime? These drawers times but if you feel you are still Extension Dept. stamped in it to. startling events took place one of
Instruction in the art and effect- are much too long''. "That is easy. hungry and want more you can If you find any such book just rn~h which pointC'd to Rony as a murdivene&s of Camouflage is now in- replied Paul, just wrap them around always come back for seconds. But it right over to the library ':"-33 cress. This story is fllled with
eluded in our daily training sched- your dogs and you won't have to always remember that when you and we will see that it gets return- suspense and not until the very encl
ule. Sgt. Robert W. Day, a recent wear socks". To this the rookie re- take more than your share and ed. Some of the likely places to do you know \vho the murderer
graduate of the Camouflage school torted, "there is nothing half-way don't eat it, someone is going t.o look for these books arc in the bar- really is at least I "(]idn't.
at Mitchell Field, N. Y., makes an abou~ you guys, the on.ly piece of have to go short or without alto- racks day rooms, ordcrley roo1:is.
able and very interesting teacher on ~e~rmg aparel that fits is my neck- gether, especially on meat which JS oliic~s etc. Please cooperate with
this subject. With aerial photo- t1e .
hard even for the Army to obtain me m th1s matter so we san start
graphs and a projection machine
at times and it takes quite a lot of off with a clean slate.
along with many highly informative
A mascot in the form of a can stretching to make it go around. So
Now to get on to a few books.
Four hundred twcnty-mne books
methods of appliance, he brings eating Goat is the latest member of don't forget fellows, take your share
Lee's Lieutenants by Douglas belonging to the Bangor Public Lihome all too clearly the importance this organization. Pfc. John Morri- and if, after you've eaten it you SoutJ:ial! Freeman.
brary cannot be located. Th<'se
of clever deception in modern war- son has been selected as the official still feel hungry, come back again
This 1s volume 1 of a three vol- book.~ were loaned to us over a year
fare.
.
keeper, much to tJ:ie consternati~n1and we'll fix you up as best we can.
ago and have probably been mixed
of one Meyer Popkm who works m
Sgt. Dick Ovitt showed up one
togeth~r with Dow Field boo~ .•
Lieut. Virgil Halburt has taken the ~upply Room along with Pfc. morning with the best "mouse"
Look m your Day Rooms and m
over the duties of the senior officer! Morn.•on. Meyer vows he will hold that's been seen around this base
your barracks !or books marked,
with the. Military Police Unit, re- Morrisor~ responsible for all chewed in ages. We hear he had a little
"B.angor P~1blic Library." . E:·en .1f
placmg Lieut. George H. Olson who up clothing.
'trouble in town that night. Always
th1 .~ m_ark is stamped out, it JS still
has left for advanced training in
.
.
remember Dick just above that
a pubhc library book. Bring all the
administration at Denver, Colorado.
Pfc. Chai:lle Mason_ is about the keyhole there's 'a door' knob.
books you find to our li~rarian,
1Mrs. Connor, in T-33. Only if we're
. . . Lieut. William H. Yancey has most. sm·pnsed guy i~ the. world.
C'on~atulations to Corp. Keni eturned to this organization after Prom1~mg to spend ~~s entire fur- neth "Chipewa" Melville and Pfcs.
able to return the books that have
completing special courses at a lough m a prone pos1t1on at Bever- Sandie and Messier 011 your promobeen loaned to us, will we be able
Texas Intelligence school. . . . Ser- ly, Mass.,, he was rudely awakened tions. We are glad to see you going
to secme newer and better books.
geants · Gus Shaner and George from this lazy drean: when the up and we wish you the best o! luck
Many books that were lost have
Streeter have taken of! for Mitchell c<;>urse .of events ~ed h1~ down the t C & B School Also congratulabeen found. Help us find the others.
Field, New York to attend classes at a1 le Wlth a blushmg bnde. Now you ta·
· t 0 s' ·t J
B. kh It
W ,
Thank.~.
the Camoufiage school
Sgt will have a legitimate excuse for ions
g · oe ubr ka fer.
ethre
---------. · returned
· ·
· being
·
·
glad to have you
ac
rom .the
Aubrey L. Stephens bas
broke Charlie.
.
'te
from furlough and is now back on
,M. P. m~ss. You re q~1 a man w1
duty at the Squadron's Mess Hall.
It is reliably reported that Corp. that guitar Joe. ~e 11 have to get
. • . Pri·vates y an k o, La ngf eId er, Steve Lubich was seen in town over
. you
ft to play and smg for us more
Shipe and Beck have been selected the week-end on two successive' 0 en.
to attend the special AutQmotive nights with the same charming lass
The w.eekly award for the most
classes now being held at Bldg. T-1 5 -it looks llke the WAAC organiza- outstandmg K. P: goes to Pvt.
dtuly.
tion is getting quite a rush from our 1Blake. He works nght on whe~her
"lover". Steve is quite a master at he's been to Old Town the mght
Skiing continues to be the out- "tripping the light ·fantastic" and before or not.
There is a suggestion box in
standing sport among the members may be found every Thursday night
of this organization-there are spills at the Base dance displa~ ing his tal- the Mess Hall by the bulletin board
in which to drop your suggestions.
and thrills aplenty when Lieut. ent.
We'd like to have your criticisms
Warren Smith and his group of enIn the atsece of Lt. Oloon, the either constructive or destructive.
thusiastic gliders take to the hills;
an enterprising chap could eke out task of teaching the men of our If you have improvements or critia nice profit selling liniment to the organiw.tlon the finer points of seJ.t- cisms, drop them in the box. our
more awkward memters of this defense in the form of Judo has ideas seldom reach us if they are
fallen upon our first sergeant. S~t. voiced Jn the barracks w let's hear
troop.
Walter Berger, who is an able in- what you have to say.
S sgt. Paul Kelcourse, the keeper structor on this matter.
We understand on very good
of the key to our Supply Room, calauthority "Piano Man" Spurgeon
lously brushed off a rookie's request GENERAL MESS
Illery ls to be married
for a smaller size in underwear. "I
near future.
understand, said Paul, that you are
By SGT. NEALE
one of the best trenchermen that
ever entered a Mess Hall, 50 park
A ~ot of t~e fellows have bt>en
our worries, they'll soon flt you unsatisfied with the portions received at the meals because of a
misunderstanding of the Field
Ration system. It's true we are cut
close on this system and conse7:30 A. M. to 12 M.
Lo est Cut-Rate Prices in Bangor. 'have Needs, Tooth Pastes.
DOW FIELD
and Leather Kits.
Your uniform is

I The Base Library Recommends

The Man Who F·ghts Agai·nst Odds

I

I

I

NOTICE

I

I

.

I

Borrow Books

Attention Soldiers

REGULAR
SERVICE

Free

WHERE GOOD FELLOWS
GET TOGETHER

your introduction

Bangor Public

AT THE

COCKTAIL BA
BANGOR EXCHANGE HOTEL
PICKF.RI G SQ.

BANGOR

Li r ry
145 Harlow St.
9 A. M.-9 P. f. W ktl. y
Z P. M.-6 1'. f. Sundays

TO
DOWNTOWN
BANGOR

PENOBSCOT
TRANSPORTATION
COMPANY
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HUBERT"

by Snyder

5

Medical Corps
Sgt. R. Ktndrigan

' They set him up that way for dress inspectiononce he moves, his uniform's a wreck!"

KHAKI KOMICS
I

•·what did you say?"
Pop, how soon will I be old
"I don't know. I wasn't listen-I enough to do as I please?
ing.''
I don't know. Nobody has ever
<Rudy Vallee Show) lived that long yet.

I

..

•

.
Say look out how you drive. You
Ii; Dr. Oompah good at diagno- knocked down a pedestrian.
sb?"
Say, it's a slow day. Sometimes I
'Tll tell you how good he is. I get two or three a day.
went to him with $10.40 in my
pocket. He charged me $10 for adShe is so dumb that she spent the
vice and 35c for medicine...
day looking for a round· mail box,
so she could post circular letters.
"I won't offer you a cocktail , Mr. I
Brown," said the hostess, "since you
Girl: Officer, that Dow Field man
head of the Temperance is annoying me.
gue."
Cop: But, Miss, that Dow Field
»o. I am president of the Anti-' man isn't even looking at you.
ce League."
Girl: Well, that's what's annoy"Oh.
Wf'IJ, I knew there was ing me.
something I shouldn't offer you."
Doctor: Now, remember, drink a
··would }OU like to see a model I cup of hot water every morning
home?"'
Patient: I do, doctor, but our
.. Glad to. What time does she camp cook calls it coffee.
quit work?"
/
<Milton Berle Radio Shoi)
Corporal: When I told her my
father is very wealthy, she refused
Every time I look at you , I think to marry me.
oJ a great man.
Pfc: Didn't make any difference
You flatter me. Who is it?
huh?
'
Darwin.
Corporal: She's my mother now.

I

Quartermaster
Boys Feted by USO
By PVT. JOSEPH F. KLEMPKA
.

•

.

Sixteen me~ of the Quai terma~ter Corps wish to extend their
thanks to Cpl. Stafford, who had
rranged a most successful party
h'ch was held and given by tne
angor u. s. o.
Gre ted by Mr. Carpenter, Elizabe~J1 Firth, Frances Hayes, and
Niona Cleaves, an evening began
which will long be remembered. The
party started with a splendid din-

,,

Meet Me at

LARRY'S
FOR DELICIOUS
HAMBERGERS HOT DOGS
ALE & BEER
ON DRAUGHT
POST OFFICE SQ.

ner, after which the recruits <better not call them recruits anymore!) removed the tables turned
on the music, and then the' fun began.
1 Yes, Saturday night will not be
forgotten, for lo and behold, a new
dancing star had been found in one
J <wait'll a slow one comes up) Pvt.
Virgil Atkins. The night also found
a great lover who, until now, was
considered a very quiet little fellow.
P~t. Willie Watt was caught up
with; of course it took a girl like
Peggy to do it.
Pvt: Cappello is also a champ,
especially when it comes to dancing
the Jitterbug with a certain school
teacher. They sure can cut a mean
rug. Last but not least, the boys'
corporal and cil'ill instructor <Cpl.
Stafford) is as good a dancer as he
is a soldier. Good is only a ~mall
word. That boy is perfect.
Finishing off the evening found
Cpl. Stafford trying to round up the
boys. That was some job.
You'll be reading a lot about this
gang. Here al'e the names of the
men who were guests of the USO:
Privates Jo<eph F. Klempka, Gunnar T. Julin, Harry J. Moorehead,
Ch:1rles Craig, Otis V. Daniels,
Homer Duncan, George Clarke,
Nicholas J. Thereoulis, Virgil M.
Atkins, Anthony J. Capello, Lewis
F. Holmes, William Lackey, Wilham H. Watt, Joseph Vetraino. Wylif' Port ·r, and Richard Hickey, and
Corporal Stafford.

II

Manhattan Taxi
Telephone 9241
Park Theatre Building"

Telephone 9241, Bangor, Maine
(

The members of the Detachment
heard a farewell speech la.st week
by Colonel Bohannon, commanding
officer of the hospital for more
than a year. All of the older members will miss him greatly. We were
a'll glad to serve under Colonel
Bohannon, for his leadership was
admired by all. His friendly manner will be missed by all who came
into contact with him. Everyone
wishes him the best and a successful tour of duty at his new station.
Welcome back to duty, Pfc. Edwards. we missed your free and
easy ways dul'ing your stay in the
hospital. Now, the party who has
been visiting you may prepare for
your return visits.
Has anyone heard tell of Sgt.
Messing, and his experiences in
Canada? Speak forth, Sgt. Messing, for we are interested in our
Allies across the border.
Second Lt. Elizabeth Wood, ANC,
we men of the Detachment, wish
you the best in your enforced stay
in the hospital. God speed to you,
on a quick recovery.
i A new glowing touch has been
added to the Mess Hall. Don·t tell,
even you near-sighted men, that
you haven't noticed the presence of
the girls in white, our Nurses now
dining with the officers. Sorry fellows, it was only temporary.
ATTENTION:
Sick Call,
its
fixtures recently painted, is an apple in the eye of its operators. Its
well run sta.ff, has made it a place
not to fear but to .~eek rname in
the Sick Room) when ill or suffering from minor injuries. Fine work
Cpl.-T's Jaffrey, Farkas and Pfc.
Katz.
Cpl. Flynn has received his skates
from home and is now a prominent
figure on Bangor's rinks. Be on
your guard, girls, Flynn has been
picking up tips frvm Lover Smallwood.
The daily calisthenics are ei1joyed
by all men participating in them.
True sportsmanship is continuously
displayed in the competitive volleyball games. The soccer games speak
forth the will and determination,
which we men, will in time to come,
display against the foe.
Cpl.-T Jaffrey, and Pvt. Marcus,
were members of the group who
partook in the journey to King's
Mountain, Sunday. Both enjoyed
themselves, alU10ugh a little stiffness was felt Monday. Success to
you courageous men, on your new
undertaking.
The fastest moving man in the
Detachment is none other than our
quiet voiced Cpl. zwirecki. His is
a hard lot fellows, .so, be patient
with him in his calling off of the
mail. We must keep him in good
condition for he's one of our outstanding baseball players.
The "Nickey" \\·ho put on a jitterbug number at the dance last
Thursday night, is no other than
our Cpl. Nick Montalbano. He is
OUl'
foremost danc;er and we'll
match him with the best on the
base.
The challenge of the Mess Hall
was accept~d by members of Barracks III. Two games were played
and a win for each resulted. Name
the time for the play-off, Mess Hali.
Pfc. Holk entertained his sister
and girl friends this past week.
Didn't you know Pfc. Holk, that all
the woh·es aren·t in the deep

From Euna to Rabaul United Nations forces commanded by Gen.
Douglas MacArthur are striking against the Japs and their bases.
American and Australian troops ha\'e all but wiped out the enemy
in the Buna-Sanananda area and ha\"e opened a new offensi\'e
near Salamaua: Allied bombers make daily raids on ships and
supply dumps at Jap bases like Lae and Rabaul.
By vote of the Sick & Wounded
Officer, Pfc. Carpenter, is considered the Casanova of the staff.
SALUTE TO THE DENTAL
LAB: Its work is never done; the
efficiency of its staff speaks well in
all its doings. The corpsmen are
especially trained, either they have
attended Dental School, at washington, D. c.; or the men haYe
performed like duty in civilian life.
It's said: The hands of a dentist
are like those of a surgeon, strong
yet calm, fine yet encouraging and
above all, willing yet cautious. To
you members of this organization:
Thanks for the relief you've given
to all.
Take a little time out men, and
try to attend our basketball games
as to give encouragement to the
willingness of our fellow-players.
Friendly faces in the audience tend
to make one give more pep to the
game. Cheer loud, back the men,
for we can't all play but we can
all have the spirit.
S-Sgt. Nicholson, has come out of
retirement and is now an active
member of the game of pool. His
is a knowledge of wide experience,
ha ving played and participated in
this sport when most of us were
mere boys. S-Sgt. Nicholson has
put in a total of eight enlistments,
having served in various parts of
the country and abroad.
Most exciting moments in the
ordinary life of us Medics: You
gue.:sed it, it comes twice daily:
12:30 and 5:30 p. m. Yes it's mail
call, the time we men look forward
to hearing from the loved ones
back home.

LOST
Pvt. Elroy Pompey, Aviation
Sqdn., lost one black leather
billfold containing his marriage
license, some War Bond receipts,
and six dollars in money. Ineluded was a plate containing
his name, Army Serial Number
(33220523). and organization. It
was lost at the Post Exchange.
Anyone finding it, please return
it to T-44 or telephone 359.

j'----------------·
1

and Mrs. T. J . Perpich years of
happiness.
Who is the guy that wrote and
told his girl he was a latrine sergeant in charge of some secret
materials?
Men carrying the title of Pfc. are
Personal Friends' of the ColonelBelieve it or not.
Watch for the opening date of

the Squadrons' musical production
"Guard Varieties of 1943."
A certain columnist has the insipience to wax loquacious in a disparaging manner in regards to the
artistry of the "Ink Spots." Old
man you're definitely a 'square.'
You had better wake up, folks are
watching you. Last year the "Spots"
averaged about ninety-thousand
sales per recording. Is that popularity?
And why drag down a good
musician like Bobby Hackett saying he is playing guitar for peanuts? What have you got to say
about Lucky Millinder introducing
. "When the Lights Go On Again"?
1By the way, open your ears to
Aviation Squadron
Harry James playing "I've Heard
That Song Before."
Pfc. Bruce Samuels
James Green did a swell job in.
rebuilding the billiard table in the
A Soldier-Webster gives this 'Rec.' The men say thanks a mildefinition : A person engaged in lion.
military service; to serve or act as
a soldier; a person of courage. The
Woods?
Standard arm of the Medical day is n<>t far dist.ant when the
Corps: The litter, or stretcher is to men of the Aviation Squadron will
be the personification of this defius as the rifie is to the infantry.
nition, par excellence. We are in
war with a vengeance, to crush I
the foe V for victory.
1
Last Saturday Lt. Arends called
upon some of the men to either increase or sign up for bond purchases, and they really went 'to
town.' I can count on two hands all
the men in this organization that
In choosing a diamond at Bryaren't buying bonds.
ant's you are assured of the
The men of the Squadron
heartily congratulate and wish Lt.
finest possible stone for the
money. Each stone is individually and carefully examined by Mr.
HEADBryant, Jr., before it is offered
SKIIS
QUARTERS
for sale to Bryant's customers.
POLES
Bryant·s reputation for reliabilBOOTS
ity protects your investment.

A
Diamond

"for Her"

Be Sure You're

Ready.

We Have

AU the
Equip't.

Central St., Bangor

HARNESS
SKI CLOTHING
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Whr <ltijapr!

Know Your

Officers

~pirr

1st LT. JOHN P. FELLOWS
Base Chaplain

DR. HARRY C. H. LEVINE
Jewish Welfare Board

Services

Representative

8:30-Week-day Morning Prayer !Daily)
8:00 A. M. and 10:00 A. M., Sunday Worship
Consultation Hours
Week-day afternoons
Monday, Wednesday
from '7:00 to 9:00 in

for Protestant Men:
from 1:00 to 5:30, and
and Friday evenings
the Chaplain's Office.

Services

Masses
6:30, 9:00 and 11:30 A. M., Sunday
'7:30 A. M., Daily

'7:00 P. M. each Friday Night
Catholic Confessions at 3:30 to 5:30 P. M.
and '7:30 to 9:00 P. M. Saturday, and be·
fore each Mass.

I
1

What To ·Do in a Burning Building
I

1st LT. ALFRED J. CARMODY
Catholic Chaplain

Division here at Dow Field. Through I
hard work and perseverance he be-\
came. 1st Sgt. of the Fmance Detachment. Forming a detachment
was always Bob's objective. This
was accomplished on January 1,
1943. on that date the Finance Detachment left the administration or
QM, to become the Finance Detachment at Large.
After getting
things in order and seeing the Detachment running smoothly, he re-

promot•IOilS
\ \ /

/,
HEADQUARTERS FIRST
on the other side.
Never open a.
SERVICE COMMAND
door when a window is already
Office of the Commanding General open; the resulting draft may act
l. Keep your head. Decide what as a chimney, forcing the fire's
to do and how to oo it before act- progress and increasing tremending. Panic and indecision are dang- ously your own danger. Likewise if
(Official U. S. Army Photo)
erous.
a door is open do not open a winCapt. Howard E. Eades 2. Always be prepared for fire. dow until the door has been closed ceived his appointment for 0. C. S.
When entering any building, look tightly. . .
He left us on Saturday, Jan. 9 for
around and choose your nearest .8. Don t Jump from upper story a stop over in Chicago, on his way
The following men in
CAPT. HOWARD E. EADES
exit. See what alternate path of wmdows except as a last resort.
to Finance
Officers'
Candidate Weather Squadron have rece! P
Captain Howard E. Eades was escape may be available. Observe
a. If you are caught in a room School at Duke University, Durham, promotions. Congratulations!
born Nov. 2, 1907 in Rome, N. Y. conditions and if you note locked above the first fioor and cannot N. C. Good luck, Bob, and don't
TO BE SERGEANT
" He is at present the Post Ex- or obstructed exits or any fire esc3:pe through the buildings, wait forget to write thl'> columnist a line
Cpl. Daniel E. Davis.
change Officer at Dow Field.
until the Fire Department has now and then.
Captain Eades received his ele- hazards, re!'°rt them ~romptly to spread a life net or raised a ladAs T-4th Ben Winer i all set to
TO BE CORPORAL
mentary education in the Rome the appr?priate _9.uthorltie~.
.
der. Even if ftame is scorching, give go to Miami, so are his buddies all
Pfc. Hubert M. Hynes.
public schools and graduated from . 3· Don t stay m a burnmg build- the firemen that extra minute they ready to give him a send off a la
The following man in the Avia·
the Rome Free Academy in 1925. mg, whether the fire is large or may need. Remember that a jump Ruesche and the Penobscot trail.
He entered Lafayette college at smalL Fires . often spread with in- from anywhere above a second
The enlisted men of the Finance tion Squadron has received a pro·
Easton. Pennar in 1925 and com- credible rapidity and cut off es- story is almost certain to result in Detachment always pride them- motion. Congratulations to you,
pleted two years of work there, in- cape. Poisonous. gases are likely to injury, perhaps death.
selves in fulfilling their obligations. too!
eluding R. 0. T. C. He then trans- be g~nerate~ in fires. Fire may be
b. If no help is available, utilize Whenever WAACs, U. S. 0. or TO BE PRIVATE FIRST CLASS
ferred
to Syracuse university, burmng behmd some partition and whatever materials are at hand to other local or"anizations ask for
Pvt. Alex H. Kaywood.
which he attended for one year. not appear
serious
but finally aid in escaping. For example. volunteers at their social gatherCongratulations to the following
In the fall of 1928 Captain break out and involve the whole Throw a mattress out Ule window ings, the Finance Detachment is well men in the band who have received
Eades started to work with the building in a few moments.
and try to land on it when you represented.
promotions.
W. T. Grant company, and during
4. Don't enter a burning build- jump. Or, make a life line if no
The inspection la.st Saturday, acTO BE SERGEANT
the ensuing 15 years he worked ing for the purpose of saving prop- rope is available, by ripping beG cording to our Company CommanCpl. Burton E. Schaperow.
throughout many of the. Eastern erty. Only the saving of lives Jus- sheets thro.ugh the middle, jomin~ der Lt. Randell J. Wi1-th, was very
'IQ BE CORPORAL
·t·
.
.
. .
tifies taking a personal risk . Leave the ends with square knots. addmg satisfactory.
Though there is no
ci iesd m van<:>uts capacities. He the job of fire fighting to trained blankets, drapes .and other heavy base competition, we still malnta1·n
Pfc. Eugene A. Hunt.
serve
as ass1s ant manager in fi'remen.
materials. for length. Even though
The following men in the Air
Newark New y k N
H
our high standard.
.
or ,
ew
aven,
e,, If th
. such a lme does no~ reach all the
5. Never shout ''Fl
Flu ·hing, Niagara Falls and Buf. r · .
ere IS way to the ground, 1t may shorten
While on extended order drill Base Squadron have been promoted.
falo. During the ten years previ- a rush for the main exit, .keep out the dmp to a safe distance. Tie last Friday, only Sgt. Kest.enbaum, Congratulations!
ous to his entering the serviee, he of the crowd and try to fmd some one end of the life line to a radiator o! the fighting Swedes detail saw TO BE TECHNICAL SERGEANT
had been managing stores for the other means of escape. In some a bed, a bed side-rail, a heavy , action. Given orders to investigate
S-Sgt. Harley G. Toomey.
W. T. Grant company in Wells- fires p~rsons wh~ l~ave remained table, a large chair-any object that a dugout emplacement, they apTO BE SERGEANT
ville, N. Y., Bloomfield, N. J., and calmly m the buildmg have been will not be pulled through the win- proached gingerly, and after many
Port Chester, N. Y.
rescu~d unharmed after a panic- dow, or that will wedge itsel! squats and squints. decided the situCpl. Howard McKinnon.
He entered the service as a 1st frenzied crowd has been crushed securely inside the window.
If ation was well in hand.
TO BE PRIVATE FIRST CLAS.
lieutenant on July 5, 1M2 and was and killed in a jam at the main there is any danger of your "anOur bowling team still conUnue~
Pvt. Thomas F. Sandie.
ordered to the Exchange School at exit.
chor" following you through the to lead the league by a fair marPvt. Robert E. Messiner.
Princeton university. Upon grad6. If forced to remain in a smoke- window, pull the lower sash down gin, by taking three points from
uation from this school, he was filled building, remember that the from the outside before You the officers last Wednesday night. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ordered to Dow Field for duty.
air is usualfy better near the floor. descend.
If, in descending, you Although it was the closest match score of 22 to 18, and continued to
The Exchange has added six If you want to
make a dash must pass thmugl). fiames iss mg of the year. we feel the officers increase their lead to a tune or 31
branches since early. September through dense smoke or flame hold from a wmdow below, wrap a were bowling a little better than to 18 at the end of the third perllnd anticipates adding several your breath.
'
blanket or coat around your head their averages indicate. The first iod. Coming back strong in the
more both on and off this field.
a. Wet a handkerchief, napkin, and d? not drop your life line until string ended in a tie. we rallied fourth period we came within one
Captain Eades was married in towel, or piece of clothing and stuff the mstant you a.re ready ~ and took a second string by a mar- point withing the last minute of
July, 1931 and resides in Bangor it into your mouth. Breathe throu<>h descend; otherwISe, it may bui~ gin of 14 pins. But the officers came play, but were nosed out by a
with his family. He has every it instead of your nose. It will ke~p through a!'ld drop ~ou .. In ~uch "' back strong the third string and three point margin.
right to be proud of hi·s two beau- moke flame and heat f
case, wettmg the llfe lme, if pos- won by a margin or 11 pins. By
Monday night we played and won
'
rom your sible is excellent
f
th St
tiful brown-eyed, blonde daugh- 1ungs; and the moisture will help
C. 'u a rope i~ available, use i~ winning the total pinfall we took rom
e
h Weather Communiten;. Mrs. Eades, herself, com- !ou. to breathe. Yelling or scream- in the same manner, but protect the extra point; making the score cation Squadron, by a core of 48
bines both a sparkling charm and mg m a smoke or flame filled room your hands with a towel, a piece ot Uuee to one for the match.
to l5. This being a very 1005e and
a vivacious personality.
~xpells y01.~r breath and makes you bedding or clothing. Grasp the rope The basketball team swung back high scoring game.
Capt. Eades' hobbies are music, mhale agam deeply; a deep breath firmly with both hands, twist it into action last week against the
tenms, and golf. On Jan. 20 he may cuse unconsciousness, even once around one leg; then place it strongest team the officers have
DEFIELD IN MILLROSE
was promoted to his present rank ?eath. The wet cloth in your mouth between your feet, keeping them yet placed on the floor. We were
NEW YORK-J'ack DeField, Minof Captain.
is of double value, permitting you tightly together, and slide down taken by a score of 39 to 36, in one nesota's N. C. A. A. vaulting cham·
Under his direction, the Post Ex- to breathe with compartive safety, slowly.
of the harde:;t and fastest fought pion, accepted an invitation to comchange has developed into an em- but preventing yelling and con9. If burned in a fire. report at games of the sel!l.SOn. The officers pete in the Millrose Games at
cient. well-knit organization. C11.pt. sequent deep inhalation.
once for medical treatment. Many led at the end of the half by a, Madison Square Garden, Feb. 6.
l!:ade,,• background has given him . b. Suffocation causes more deaths burns which do not at first seem
the answer to what soldiers need Ill fires than does actual burnina serious have fatal l'e.sults.
Inand you can be sure of the best ~emcmber that smoke and he~'t halatiou of smokP and fire ~~s;,;
buy for your money.
[rise. The nearer the fioor, the bel- which may not at first se~m se110~~
ter the air. To reach the other sid~ can likewise cause fataht1e. , some'l
of smoke filled room, bend low or I times long after the fire.
F I te.red Through
crawl on your hands and knees following. the. wall to the desired Point. Finance News
The air w111 also be better nea rto
By SGT. MALONEY
the wall, and the wall will serve a.>
Due to the absence of Doris a guide.
By T-3rd CURTIS McQUARRIE
Filler, the Sarge takes over and
7. Remember that a temporary
and
&er~bbles "The Highlights of a refug~ may be secured bt>hind any
Pfc. CARL P. HESSING
WAAC's Week."
clo.,;ed door, Even a thin wooden
The Dow Field Bowling Team door will temporarily stop smoke
It'· Major Geor •e M. Devoe and
at ill meets the WAACs on Monday and hot gases and may not bum Captain J.B. Tatem now. TI1e entire
SELF
flights.
Best watch out, fellows! through for several minutes.
Finance Detachment extend~ its
ADJUSTING
ll'he gals have been catching up
a. If you are caught in smoke heartiest congratulations.
~ith you. Drop in any Monday at filled room, do not open a door unWe welcome to our Detachment
the Bowling Academy Alley,8:00p, til you have felt of it. If it is hot, ..even new men: Dayton E. Archer,
111., and watch that very hot con- do not open it; the fire may be just Pullman, Wa.:.h.; Daniel I. Calnan,
1
te t between Sgt. Hoisington and
Seattle, wash.; James Eaqulnt.a,
M -Sgt. Cordell (Little Caesar to lows-seems to be the regular com- Helper, Utah; Chester o. Herbers, 1
l'OU guys). (N. BJ Finance Depart-j ment after those super dates with Memphis, Tenn.; Ford M. Lewis. At-,
Ill nt. Quartermaster Department. the Dow Field Crowd . . . and WE lanta, Ga.; Burton A. Lilley, Kear........ _ . . la ~ .,. ,_,... .. ii
e r any other Department wanting DO MEAN IT! Fine morale build- ney, N. J.; and Alfred J, M:lcK y,
. _ ia mlliu Iii.. Tllel'1 wW ~ .._
to get beat by the WAACs at bowl- er-uppers.
Manhattan Beach, C lif.
l cen .., .
COSTS
lng, call Sgt. Maloney <RecreaFour days of rehearsal, tearing
Though our former 1st Sirt;. RobBUT
A
Cellar
a laeaa 1l• N JH IUI ...rt.
tional Sgt.) at 4501.
our hair and the script, brought u bert Ruesche, was given the type
..,,,,, er1., .,,..,..... SPll'n 1a ••lal
FEW
The WAACs turned out to help to the WAAC v11.riety show. Rough of farewell we know he would like
I twtll jell la M.tAal af ... l l'laJ.
the morale of the gang at the in spots-and darn iood in some- by Corp. Frank Bertr nd, Corp.
CENTS
broadcast. Cpl. Palmer and Cpl. were the comments of the evenini. Frank Deery, Sgt. Mtlton Kest<'nOff
1..eming guest-starred. Pretty nice Read Sgt. Geden's feature for the baum. Sgt. Tony Correa, and Corp
•oO-especially orchids to Scott real dope on it. (It ain't cricket for Dick Lewis; vi the Penobscot. trail,
'1ikk
..
.
wlak
..
...
.....
lab
... It'•
Professor Hepburn)-the high spot the WAACs to write a fe ture on we feel that his accompfahments
..u ..1..
C>f the show.
their own show~r it might be, at in the service are the kind needed
No moce "Hut" 1-2-3 at the Arm- that>.
to in pire us men here in the Deory for us. It's our own drill ground
Around the circle again
nother tachment. On April 8, 1941, t Fort
at our own estate. Some class to Thursday, ay.otl er broadcast, an- Sheridan, Ill., Sgt. Rue"che w s lnthe WAACs. Hope to send you all other honey of a ti.me. We llke ducted into the service After two
e1 !'raved inVites to our house Scott!!!!!! Sgt. Geden, plea note. days at Fort Sheridan he was as._, nning in the near future (we
Thats all for now. We've had fun, ign d to the c
t Artillery at
ti.ope>.
thanks to Dow F~ld
'Til DPJd Fort ru ti , V . On July 11, 1941,
"dw 11 Joes"-meaning y u feleek, let's have fun.
Bob was transferred to t h e Fin 1 ce
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POINTS DOWN

Easy On- Easy
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WEEK OF JANUARY 18
A Weekly Calendar of Events for the personnel of Dow Field pre-

MESSER8CBMrrr Me lit
'!'wfn-eqtnec1 Ficht.er

pared by the Bangor-Brewer Servicemen's council.
U.S. 0. CLUB, 11 West Broadway. Open 9:00 a. m. to 11:30 p. m.
Services: Dancing, pool, ping-pong, game room, reading room, music
NAZI WARPLANES:
room, hobby den, photo dark room, valet service, "letter on a record"
;Famous Nazi fighters, in action
since the war began, are the service, writing room, exercise room.
YMCA, 127 Hammond St. Open'24 hours. Services: Game room,
Messerschmltt Me 1091 and Me
lobby, writing materials, information, showers, swimming pool.
110. The Me 109F, latest version,
BANGOR HEBREW COMMUNITY CENTER, corner French
has a single engine with 20-mm.
cannon firing through the proand Somerset Sts. Services: Pool, ping-pong, dancing, library, room
peller hub. Wingspan is 32%. feet, service, individual service. Open 9 :OO a. m. to 11 :00 p. m.
length is 29~ feet. The Me 110 has
Bangor Public Library, free for reading and lending for service
two engines and seats two men.
men and women and their families. Central library, 145 Harlow
Both have seen action over Malta, I street. Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. daily; 2 p. m. to 6 p. m. on Sunday.
Egypt and Libya, as well as ocMusic Branch, 166 Union street. Hours, Monday through Friday
cupied Europe and England.
9 a. m. to noon; 2 p. m. to 5 p. m.; Saturday from 9 a. m. to noon.
You are always welcome, no red tape to borrow books, just a.
Ordnance
simple matter of registering and the book is yours, until the time
limit.
YWCA open house every day for Service men and women. 2
By Pvt. TOM EDWARDS
p. m. to 10 p. m.

I

MONDAY
, Center, music appreciation course,
USO club., game night. Dancing 8 18 p. m.
to 11 :30 p. m. Refreshments,
THURSDAY
movies. 8 :3-0 p. m., short sub;ects.
Broadcast and regular dance
".....;:.-YMCA, volley ball classes for of- afterward in recreation hall, USO
Highlight of the week was the I ficers, 5:15 to 7 p. m.
hostesses and WAACs.
snowshoe session the boys had on 1 Bangor Community Center, panel
USO Club, dancing class for
Tuesday. While everybody did very discussion, marriage and family, 8 beginners.
.
tlm there were p. m. Refreshmentl!.
USO Center gym at YMCA 9·30
good for the first
e,
YWCA ' Busineer
and Professional p. m. Special ' program.
' ·
~
some nice spills. Pvt. Kaye had dif- Girls. WAACs and workers at the
ficulty in keeping his "shoes" on. ba.se invited. Polly Lynch Thomas
FRIDAY
sergeant easy had the unique dis- will speak o~ Health and Beauty
USO Club, stunt night. Dancing
.
the nl
in through exerc>se. Supper.
8 to 11 :30 p. m. Informal program,
0
tinction of bemg
Y man
TUESDA y
refreshments.
the outfit that the "shoes" really
.
YMCA
·
to 9
Strictly T 223
not least Joe-Joe Josephs and Her·
USO Club, dancmg 8 to 11:30 p.
• movies, 7 :30
p. m.
bie "Big-Boy" Combes. This attic·
fit. In the feature even~ of the m. Refreshments.
free to all service men. Volley ball
artist mutual admiration society is
5
5
7
day Sergeant Hartwells d te:1
YMCA, 7 to 10.30, basketball for omcers, :i to p. m.
fe. S. J. FERRIS
really flying high. Incident.ally
snowed the o~her teams.. un er,
tournaments for senice men.
USO Center, dancing to
.
Herbie filled in on K. P. for Joeshould I say , snowshoed the other
USO Center
dancing 9 to 11 :30 p. m.
Last week's ~lumn failed to g1ve j Joe when the lattter went home on
teruns under in the big race? Pv~. 11:30 p. m.
'
SATURDAY
proper recogmtion e.nd to extend pass recently. Greater love hath no
!::!:i=d:~~~ :::h!.s t~:t :a~
WEDNESDAY
USO Club, dancing 8 to 11 :30 p. heartiest congratulations to "Red" Iman than he shall take over K. P.
them in the air m06t of the time.
USO Club, game night, dancing, m. Informal program, refresh- Wilkens for the stellar perform~ce chores for a pal.
'd tl h h d 8 to 11 ·30
·
9
ments.
. .
.
sacred by the angry mob. "Spitre
Lieutenant Glover eVJ en Y as a I
. p. m . M ov1es
p. m., reUSO Center, pie eating contest, 8 and c1tat1on therefor on his recent this cov. ote" I hammed, "until I
a lot Of skiing practice as he is quite freshments. Community singing, p. m. Dancing to 11 :30 p. m. Re- tour o! guard. So we hereby extend can extra-ct the secret formula for
dexterous with skis.
8 :30 p. m.
freshmen ts.
have heard faint whisperings
USO Center, games, tournaour apologies "Red" and all the boys inducing so many comrades to ire1
that Pvt. Leone while home on ments, whist, pool, ping-pong, 8 p.
SUNDAY
are 1lnxious to know if you want to Q':'~mt this joint." Tony I .implored
leave made the big decision and be- m. Dancing to 11 :30 p. m.
USO Club, dancing 8 to 11 :30 p. fill in for them when their turn at' with tears In my eyes or ~id Jonesy
came engaged. Best of luck, Frank, , YMCA, volley boll for otncers, m. Community singing. Refresh- guard comes around so that you expec~·ate at that particular mout let me give you a gentle re- f :15 to 7 p. m.
ments.
mt\Y all the better collect many ment, f T?'1Y· tell m~ pray teU me
minder-you have to wear either
Bangor
Hebr w
Community
USO Center, community singing. more of those very scarce citations. forsoo~ m what miraculous manClass "A" uniform or a TUX when
"Perkie" Perkins also just narrowly ne.r did ~ ever manage . to make
you're married-not a Zoot Sult.
W th S
d
ther is in town. You understand. missed getting some kind of a cita- 1this Para~1se so attrachv~ that
Sgt. Hudson has returned from I
ea er QU3 ron
I'll see you Thursday night.-Marie. tion for his recent tour of guard but half the Air Base Squadron is here
a furlough and we are glad to have
H-mm!
when questioned ab-Out the details in gleeful attendance, I mean ~ide
him back with us.
SGT DAVID G. CARNEVALE
I recommend a mass wedding for "Perkie" blithely and profusely from your po&,ibl~ funeral.". U_p
Haven't heard of Pfc. Jones takthe fellows In the Weather Squad- snorted an eloquent "No Comment".! spoke 1st. Sgt. Higer, who mciing his ten mile hike out of BrewWe all want to extend our best ron, all the boys are mooning over
And speaking of "Red" Wilkens dentally was all the while hopping
er lately. What's the matter, Don, wishes to Lt. Trudell for a speedy some fair damsel. All we hear is reminds me of the intriguing mvs- 1 up and down on Terrible T-0ny·s
ha.s the weather got you down?
I recovery from his sudden illness. "I wish I were staff; or I wish I tery of all the little men that once manly chest, "This <-censored
The fellows seemed to get a. great we certainly do miss him and sin- were Sgt., etc." Let's do it together weren't there. Wilkens Nardella and as non-printable matter) spreatl. the
kick out of the volley ball games cerely hope that we shall see him and get wholesale rates. Two can now none other but that redoubt- 1 false and highly inaccurate rumor
we had last week. We all thought back with us again soon.
live as cheaply as one if one doesn't able President of the Sad-Sackers that a bunch of WAACS were over
that Sgt. Shortlldge would forget, Sgt. Robert L. Spengler has left eat.
from Back Bay, Boston, Parkhurst, at the day room tonight simply
himself, tuck the ball under his us for another job and that means
Well as per usual the boys have himself in person. "Oh, where, oh dying for the devine companionarm and run for a touchdown when just one less man to do latrine and already encountered stormy weath- where has mY'Jittle dog-gone, oh ship of some stalwart soldiers".
~ held the ball so Ion~ several I room orderly. Nevertheless we all er financially and are pinching where oh where does he sleep",
tunes. The games were a little one- wish him the best of luck on his tt:eir pennies. In another week we
Can't seem to ke_ep that guy Colonel Quiz
sided due to the fact that the of- new assignment.
will all have to pool our dough to Two-Gun Tony Mascia out of this
:fice staff had the use of the entire
Sgt. William P. Colsher has re- put a dow payment on a lolypop. lousy column. The other night I
building-the Area ~rsonnel were turned from his furlough and on Where's the five you owe me Ed.? happened to stop in the day-room
Questions on Page 4
restricted to the playing court. Next him it's looking good. Bill reand the place was not only
1. A squadron.
time chalk will be used.
ceived quite a surprise when he The Band
packed to the rafters but it also
2. Major.
It seems that Pfc. Whiting ha.< found his old home all boarded up.
sounded as the all hell had broken
3. 'l'he troposphere is that layer
transferred his affections from the Now that he is back we shall all
loooe. After fighting my way directly below the stratosphere.
WAACs to the Polish dances in be subjected to th06e famous
By SGT. ROBERT B. SCOTT
through the turbulent mob, I ob4. Turn right.
town. He evidently had such a good Colsher corrective notices.
At 1
la t
lserved that Two-Gun Tony was 5. It's used to project the fiat
time last Saturday night that he
Just in case you haven't heard
ong .s the dreaded moment prostrate on the fioor being mas- surface of aerial photographs into
is scheduled for a return appearance about it, the weather and com- of Sgt. Levine's departure for
third dimensional relief.
Jn two weeks. His Irish conception munication squadrons are now bed- O.C.S. arrived and saying goodbye and notably the new theme song
! how the Polish Hop should be ded in Barracks T-207.
to him wasn't easy--"Moe" was "Song of the Army Air Corps."
If you like venison, rabbit will do.
done took: the Bangor girls by
Those reenfqrcements that we 1 so much a part of our scheme of
What bespe<:tacled redhead ill Venison is the meat of any edible
storm.
.
•
ha~e be~n hoping for have finally I things that . it will be some time the band is engagement-minded to animal that has been hunted, not
. Pvt. Turnmmelli was seen double- arrived m the persons of S-Sgt. before we will become u~ to his ~he extent of wearying Bangor j just deer.
timing down Exchange street a.way R?th, Sgt. U~derdown and Pvt. absence. ?ood lu~k, Morns!
Jewelers trying t-0 find the right ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - from Pvt. Quinto and two girls. V10lette. We bid you welcome !elSgt. Bmg Bettmger proves his piece of "ICE., for him?
~-------------r.
Why all the hurry, Pete, and why lows.
.
~ersatallty ,,bY picking up Levine's! Cpl. Bob DeMarco's weekly wash 1
were you blushing?
Father Hynes said very emphat- pec~-horn <melo-phone) and his would interest gals looking for a 1
'
'
1
Bowling notes: The standing o! ically that if he doesn't !Dake a playmg ~f same gives that section handyman. He strings a mean line
the teams was changed a lot this rating soon thereby facilitating cer- t~e hft it has needed for a long other ways too, so be careful girls.
•
-week. The cellar team Sgt Gantt's tain plans that he ha.s in mind, he 1 time.
<Schaperow wants that I should
came up for a tie in' seco~d place: Is going to put In right to Colonel
It's good to be saying something ~en~ion his clarinet solo ir1
All in all, the boys were off the Merewe~her, quote:
"Colonel, if about CORPORAL Jack _Eaves- Trams In The Night," but I don't
beam this week as there wasn't you cant give me a rating, at least Jackson made the new ratmg Just know. It was good-really it was, I
much out.standing bowll
b
Y loan me the money!" He recently before he left on furlough and that but we just haven't got space t-0
t-m u look.s as 1·f we nllgl hy anto returned from his honey's place he deserved It will not be ques- devote t-0 his modesty-but it wa.:
·
w
ave
.
tioned:
· real 1y, rea 11 y was. )
1ook.mg so sad that we all cried.
vet Mrs Gasker to giv Sgt G
good , it
leer ~~ bowlin
e
· asDear Edith, Sgt. Novak has earned . Du.ring Jack's leave the orchestra
(Ed.'s Note: Say, Bob, are you
1
not bowlin in ~hes.sons.
Althoug~ a gold star in deportment this week is. bemg direct.ed by Sgt. Al Jaruse- kiddmg?)
Jin
g
e league, she isl and consequently you will probably vice who worked out that nifty
Dapper Cpl. St.an Zapor ha<.
P:' g up some nice scores along- receive this week·s copy of the band vocal arrangement of Mane donned his heavy G. I. undies-l<ide of u.~.
Observer I shall have to be good Elena heard on the air last week. THIS IS THE END!
1
to Sgt Nov~k for the present at Trains In The Night really rolled
lea.<t. ,. He owes me
five
bucks
and
with.,
the
Sarge
at
the
throttle.
.
.
Taient, dm·mant m the band for • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
I don. t dare to give up my JOb as too long, has finally been awakened
correspondent bee.a.use I :would take by Sgt. Geden <of The Observer
•
You bet the Brass Rail is OK!
an awful beating. It JS the old Gedens) and evident on recent
axiom of not domg what I do, but broadcast.s were Cpl. van Gle CalOur sizzling steaks and lusciou
Fluid · for Your Lighter
what I sa:y.
. .
!is supplying the Court of Inhuman
pastries are tops!
DROP IN, SOLDIER
The gang is a bit Jealous because Relations with an extremelv amusWe Welcome the
1
I
have
had
plenty
of
home
cooking
ing
characterization
and
·in
the
Fill Your Lirhter and Look Us 1 Priced to fit a Service Man's Pa~·
;Joys in the Service
l~tely, but, at least I help with the same skit that doctor-Dr. G. I.Over
d1she.. Its O.K. Novak, wmetime G. I.-G. !.-Gee, I've forgotten J
OPEN EVERY NIGHT
when you have to ...,ork and can't his name-let's all forget his name
get away I'll .ee 1f I can have you and him too'
invited to the hou~ for a real meal,
Then that ;ich bass voice singini;
and you won't have to do anything "Daisy, Daisy-" belongs to War- I
26 STATE ST.
but sweep the floor.
rant Officer G. M. Clapper who
J>t 1 •st1
··Dear WiJliam, I'm terribly rorry has
n knocking out more thar.
139 Exdiange t .
Tobacconists Extraordinary
202 EXCHA •• GE ST.
I Clln't
ou thni ht. My bro- a few neat arrangi>meni~ of lat.e

I

-

I
j

'I

I

I

I
I

I

I

j

I

BOY OH BOYT
IT'S OK BY MEY
0

I

FREE'

Cocktail Lounge
Dining Room

Penobscot
Exchange Hotel

I

Brass Rail
Restaurant
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BOWLING
•

BOWLING
:M-SGT. DAVID CORDELL

The weekly prizes donated by the
Morion Picture Theatres of Bangor
was won on Wednesday night by
Sgt Sorrell, Corp. Solomon, Sgt.
Carlson and Pvt. Wilson.
The 1
high single was won by Sgt. Sorrell
who bowled a nifty 133 and he also took high three with 315 while
in Dow Field Inter Base League 1
Carlson won high single with 114
and high three with 303.
Enlisted ''B" team had more luck
than the New York Yankees on
Wednesday night when they took
three points away from Enlisted
"A" in a very hotly contested match.
To show how lucky they were the
team captain stood with his back
to th~ pins and threw the ball and

I

•
n1ade a spare and another time he
was all set to bowl his third ball
when one of the pins fell down to
a Y. ard him with a spare. then on
top of that Sgt. Sonell got very
lucky and made three strikes in a
row and finally ended up with a
nifty 133 which was only three pins
shy of the season record so far. ·
Enlls ed "A" team was in there
pitching but the pins would not fall
for them even with a perfect hit,
IOl!iclal u. s. Army Ph0U>)
tins is not offered as an excuse
ALL-STAR DOW FIELD CAGE SQUAD-Composed of basketball players from every section of the United
fo. the writer believes that the best I
States, Dow Field Bombers opposed the University of Ma'ne in Memorial gymnasium. The Dow Field team alteam won (with a lot of luck
ready has opposed the best college and independent teams in Maine. Bates had to go two overtime periods to win,
thrown in).
and not until the ftnal seconds of play did Colby edge the Bombers. Equally hard pressed was the Bath Iron Works
The contest between the Av. Sq.
"A'' and the Hospital "B'' had to
cage squad. The squad: front and center, Coach Perpich. Front row, left to right, Sgt. Dick Carlson, Pvt. Ralph
b" postponed due to boys from the
C. Toney, Aviation Sqdn; Pvt. Alex Downing, Guard Squadron; M-Sgt. Frank Pawlowski, Air Base Squadron. Back
ho~pital attending school and as
row: Lt. Murray Hurowitz, Pfc. Joseph Komorski, Air Base Sqdn.; Lt. Levine, Lt. Bergman, physical director; and
the Av. Sq. had only three <3• men
bowling the decision was made that
Cpl. White.
at lea.st four (4) members of the
team must be present to bowl and
Devoe
32
93.5
I ceivable
manner in the la:;~ 6
the score of two dummies would Correa
93 1
33
not count, therefore the match will Beery
,,.eeks. what with overtime games.
93
JO
last minute baskets, and one game
2i
be bowled at a later date.
Berger
90.6
26
90
Officer "A" team of the Dow Dozios
on
foul
in istheduelast
second!>.
12
Mace
89.8
l>ut athe
luck
to few
change
soon
:Field League was not present on Bertrand
24
89.2
and
we
should
with
any
kind ot
Wednesday night due to sickness Reaume
15
89.2
luck, win most of the remaining
20
and other things, but will be hack Carlson
On the U. of M. courts last Satur- the po:;t dub made the mo.~t of the 0 11mrs on the sc·hedul~.
26
in there next Wednesday night Leoras
:u
ss.2 day night the Dow Field Bomber~ 21 _toub called against Maine,
whF>n they take on the lucky En- Biehler
21)
Clapper
87.3 j l
h f t
t the sconng 11 pomts on foul shots In
listed '"B" outfit.
a1
ost a very roug • as game 0
the first half.
MRCQuarri~
JO
27
Prediction was made after the Wisr
!~:~
U.
of
M.
van;i.ty
club,
by
the
score
D irenzo was the leading scorer on 1
21
matches on Wednesday night that Lubich
85.8 of 50 to 39, in a game that wa" both clubs m the first half with 7
Silvestri
JO
(Sgt. Sorrell) lucky to some people Richards
33
85.3 much closer then the score in· points. Lt. Levine formerly of the
w ould not bowl over 88 next week Lnnzl
33
dicates, as Maine was leading by' world famous New York Celtic~.
18
a nd the wTiter has to agree that Goode
Christian
27
80
. t 'th ?
lnutes left to was the 01;1tstandlng player on tht
t he prediction m ight come true.
1 1
Bruder
24
83.5 onl Y thpomtl wip t
tired and fioor, leadmg :;corer of the game
Sgt. <P inky) Love was not pres- Howze
15
83.2 Pay,
en 1e os .earn
with 14 points and the best dee nt :n the alleys on Wednesday Brt:en
2t
82
Maine sunk 3 fast baskets to sew fensive player· ~n the cou;t all
21
Gosselin
aught we wonder why.
81.9 up the giime.
.
through the game.
Fields
30
81.6
T he h 1crh scorer m the state of
S~t. Spurr bowled with EnlistPd Popkin
19
Schuknecht wa.~ second h igh ma11
:;:;
Maine,
G~ne
Hussey,
Maines
17
f'A" on Wednesday then left to Mack
15
80
point a game man wa.~ guarded very with 8 points for lhe post team
19
s pend a few days at home prior to Fein sch ii
Toney,
playinlT the ;;econd half like
M ond ay a nd Tuesd ay
21
79.9 closely all through the game . and
a ttending school for a week in New Tedesche
a mad man all over the fioor,
Halsey
lei
78 · 8 scored only 6 points
all
night,
"'Ork
15
Shea
whirling
and
spinning,
handling
the
;~:~ Downing the Post high scorer
STANDINd OF DOW FIELD
Nelon
u
77.2 laid up with
a badly spramea ball as though it was glued to hi>
Campbell
25
INTER-BASE LEAGUE
Schomberg
H
76.9
ankle
and
only
played 1 minute of hands, and really showing the
Lost
Won
Maine men how the game should
Haddock
27
Cia ud e te Colbert, Joel McCrea
10
H.9 the first half, but was the mair: cog
l!'m D•t
12
Everett
18
be played, and kept the post in thf'
14
l fo p A'
38
~~-~
in
the
offense
of
the
second
i1alf,
1
Harris
.?7
W ed ., T hurs. and F ri.
game
till
he
was
too
tired
to
ha.rely
13x
llio p B'
35
Shapiro
15
71.6
16x
Cd S<;.
32
move, coming out he got a swelt 1
Cole
27
18.
()tr,
A'
26
22x
483 hand from the crowd and he sure
High single, Ji:nlisted ·B"
1407
38
lB rnd
14
High Thr•e, Enli ted ' B"
STANDING Of' DOW FIELD
earned it.
Av $q "B'
12
40
I
SEASON HIGH
BOWLING LEAGUE
#>. v. Sq 'A
3
45x
The next game for the post team
!JG
x To be played at a later d•••.
Lost
High
Single,
Spud'
Won
3-19 will be played at Bates University
Quartermnbter
WEEKLY HIGH
5ti
4 1High Three, Spad
522 on next Sat.urday at 8 p. m .. a re14 High Single, Q M
41;
!ligh .ngle, Cul on
IU Enlisted "A"
149~
turn game to the thrill packed
2! High Three, Q. r
Enli. led "B"
'J6
303
f! 1~h three, Carlson •
ganic played th re the first p<1.rt
31
29
INDIVIDUAL AVER\GES
281 Enll ted •·c"
fil •cond high thre•. Wilson
Of!icer •·B"
31
29
of this month, and the boys hope
Avg
Sr ng
SEASON HIGH
Officer •·D''
18
103.
13
to get back on the winning trail
~ 2 Spad.i
127 Oll'icer "<..lJ
JJ1gh ngle, Deyoe
)7on., T ues. & Wed.
97
2
13
once more In th11t bame, the BomU Officer ''A
9
It gh hree. Devoe
9~.8
10
~~:~;,0 ~u
et
have
lo
t
nm
in
Pvcry
con93.
40
WEEKLY HIGH
Johmt.on
INDIVIDUAL AVERAGES

I
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. un1vers1ty
. . w·IDS Fast Gam.e
Ma1ne
From Dow Fl.eld Bombers At Orono

BANGOR'S

M.&P. THEATRES

!!::

HITS FOR THIS WEEK

F

The Palm Beach
Story

wa.:

One of Our Aircraft
Is Missing

~[•JI)~
~.ANGOll~

:i

High single Sorrell
High three, Sorrell
P
ek
93 9 Second high three Solom .n
'11 on
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

133
315
305
-----

Avg
9, 6

For the ARMY OFFICER and
ENLISTED MAN
Blouses, Overcoats, Short Coats,
Slacks,. Caps, Shirts and
Accessories
H ighest Quality at Reasonable
Prices
We sell First Class equipment-no
"seconds" or " rejects"
The sale of all our badges, chevrons and insignia is authorized
by the War Dept.
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Sorrell
John•
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"THE HOrsE OF u . ·ffoR C"

BANGOR, MAINE

b

Morrett

18

Sm th

J7
27

Eade
B rm n
Bloom
r.ale
Dubv
Waldron
She rd
Wirth
Herlihy
I..ove
Shot afff
Dlclc
V
n o~

'I

16
lJ
I

I'
JQ
b
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ijo 5
83 9
814
8~

82
81 5
80

82
81
80 3
80 3
80.3
80 2
79.'l
79
78 7
78 ~

77 7
77,
75

72

0

10

73 6
70 2

3

G9 8

3

12

n

3
I
8

88
87
87
l!G I
86 8
86 6

I

Q

r.

ilj

3.1
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Life Begins at 8 :30

a

as

Flodbt'r 1;

GJlin~on

92
90
90
39
88

tz

JJ
Jf
JJ
42
3•)

M. L. FRENCH & SON CO.
110 EXCHANGE ST.

42

Winn
Cord"l
Clopper
'I11om
Spurr

Basketball Schedule
Mond<ty, Jan. 25th, Au· Bt1s
Sqdn. plays Signal Corp. nt
Garland Jr. High, 7:00 p.m
Monday, Jan. 25t h , F inance
plays Guard Sqdn. at G rl· nd
Jr. High at 8:00 p.m.
Tue day, Jan. 26th, Commumcation pl y Medical Corp. at
5th St. ,Jr High, 7:00 pm.
Tuesday, Jan. 26th, Olficcrs
plays Avia ion Sqcln. nt 5th St.
Jr. High at s·oo p.m.
Friday, Jan. 29th, Fmance
plays Signal Corps at Garland
Jr High, 7:00 p.m.
Friday, J n. 29th, Guard Sqdn.
play:; Med ica l D pt. at Garhmd
Jr. High, 8:00 p.m.
Friday, J;\n 29th, Air B se
Sqdn. pl ys Aviation Sqdn. t
5th st. Jr. High, 7 ·oo p,m.
Friday, J n. 29th, Comm un len tions pl ys
u rtrrrn stcr at
"th St J r. Ht h 8 :00 pm

Mon ty W oollt'y, Jd

J,upino

Thu rs., Fr i., Sat.

China Girl
Gene T iern t'y, (;co. Mon t gomery
J,y nn Bar i, Vi ctor McLaglen

IQJf.ltMi\,Itl:
I>Ol

n u~

J."EATUltES
Today-Tues.

WHO DONE IT?
ABBOTT

nd C'O STF.1.1.0
And

NIGHTMARE
Ur i:u1 J>o n k vy, Dia na B arrymore

W ed ne: day and Thur d y

Mn. W iggs of the Cabbag
Patch
J<'A Y ll INTl-:R

